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 The product is now fully compatible with the newest edition of Windows, Windows 7 and is also available as a free download on JAWS.org. The new JAWS features include speech synthesis capabilities and the ability to switch among different characters sets, word and sentence recognition. The software also has a fully customizable speech center and supports a broader array of mobile devices
through the use of the JAWS Touch feature. "For our users who are blind or visually impaired, this is a very exciting time," said Debra Kaplan, President of Freedom Scientific. "This is an important step toward a world where we will have a one-to-one relationship with our phone and personal computing devices. The JAWS team has come a long way in this release and we are excited about what's to

come." The JAWS team was able to complete the JAWS 7 redesign using many of the same strategies used with the past two releases of the product. The new look for JAWS 7 is modeled after the Windows 7 visual design principles. The team worked closely with the design team at Microsoft and customized the product's user interface to fit the new look and feel. Some of the features for JAWS that
make the upgrade possible include: JAWS is now fully compatible with Windows 7 and Windows 8 JAWS now reads text in the Microsoft Reader format as well as the Kindle eBook format. JAWS now reads text in the Microsoft Reader format as well as the Kindle eBook format. JAWS Touch - It is now possible to read text from the web without a mouse or keyboard. It is now possible to read text
from the web without a mouse or keyboard. Additional screen reader features include a speech center and the ability to switch among different characters sets, word and sentence recognition and navigation. The speech center provides a complete view of what is being said. It includes a selection of speech voices, the ability to adjust the volume, the ability to change the volume of individual words, a
word clock and an audio history. It includes a selection of speech voices, the ability to adjust the volume, the ability to change the volume of individual words, a word clock and an audio history. JAWS G2 - The new JAWS G2 release includes many of the features of the previous JAWS release in addition to the following new features: JAWS now reads text in the Microsoft Reader format as well
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